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Introduction
High-tech digital hearing aids allow greater versatility when 

implementing signal programming strategies. The digital signal 
processing capability makes it possible to implement individual 
adaptation modalities through different prescriptive methods, 
adaptive directionality, activation at various compression 
points, noise attenuators, binaural coordination, and so on. 
Which contribute to auditory dynamics. Modern audiology 
cannot be understood as unrelated to neuroscience. Advances 
in the understanding of the functioning of the neurons and the 
circuits in which they are assembled, PA (C): Central Auditory 
processing, allow a better understanding of the pathology also: 
Central Auditory Deficit - DPA (C) [1-30]. Thus the development 
of technologies offers an unprecedented view on the functioning 
of the brain and the auditory structures, which have allowed 
deciphering puzzles quickly and beginning to have relevant 
data on how these structures and their biological mechanisms 
intervene in hearing in normal situations and Pathological 
conditions [31].

The professionals of the hearing aids and of the audiology 
have to be provided with knowledge of the intimate mechanisms 
that, at the cellular and molecular level, allow the auditory 
neural circuits to adapt to situations of deficient processing, as 
it happens in the DPA (C), Understanding the adaptive plastic 
mechanisms and how they are produced [32,33], as well as these 
professionals must have sufficient competence to manipulate 
the available technology, that through digital signal processing, 
collaborate in the intervention, new therapeutic and / or 
preventive approaches that tend Maintain the biological balance 
of the system [34-50].

General and Specific Objective
This paper aims to propose different procedures for digital 

signal processing of current hearing aids, and how these could 
intervene favoring, stimulating and providing complementary 
information in auditory training when used in patients with APD  

 
(C) [51-60].

Specific objectives are:

a) Recognize and explain mechanisms that support the 
CNS and auditory cortex functions.

b) Define PA (C).

c) Characterize the Central Auditory Processing and the 
skills it supports.

d) Consider criteria for the selection of DPA (C) in patients 
with peripheral hearing loss.

e) Define DPA (C) .Affected skills.

f) Conceptualize: digital signal processing.

g) Conceptualize specific terminology and explain the 
functions that incorporate state-of-the-art digital hearing 
aids.

h) Associate electroacoustic characteristics of the latest 
generation hearing aids that digitally process the signal, 
with aspects of the intervention in patients with APD (C)

Conclusion
A great deal of research carried out in the field of neuroscience 

in the last decade has generated as a result many answers to 
central topics for understanding the functioning of the brain. 
From the bibliographical data collected for the elaboration of 
this work the following conclusions are drawn [60]:

a. The auditory cortex is part of the cerebral cortex that is 
part of the Central Nervous System (CNS), so the functional 
mechanisms that underlie its activity are identical to those 
that apply to the processes that occur at the level of the 
auditory cortex.

b. In the development of the Auditory System, via auditory 
and cortex, reciprocal influences are recognized between: 
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the auditory neural structures at the level of the cortex and 
the cochlear formation.

c. The neural structures of the auditory cortex influence 
the formation of the cochlea in a first stage of development 
(centrifugal influence), a posteriori in the late embryonic 
stage, the fetal period and the first months of life the influence 
of the sound stimuli transmitted by The cochlea, condition 
the maturation of the nervous centers of the acoustic path 
(centripetal influence) [60-70].

d. The functionality of the cortex is based on various forms 
of communication between neurons. These synapses are 
chemical transmission processes that occur at the cellular 
level (neurotransmission), which through mechanisms 
of excitation and neuronal inhibition tend to maintain a 
bioelectric balance of NS [71-75].

e. Neurons tend to be grouped according to their 
specificity for a given function (for example: the auditory 
function). The information transmitted between the neurons 
is organized in an organized way, hierarchical in parallel 
with an interactive communication that is maintained with 
different levels of the central nervous system (Parallel 
Distributed Processing model). These functional networks 
have a resolutive modality, that is to say that in front of the 
deficit of a certain component they allow that the necessary 
modifications are restored to restore the function.

f. The remodeling, reorganization, establishment of new 
neural connections (synapses) is possible thanks to the 
plastic capacity of the brain to modify or adapt to changes.

g. Although controversial subjects within neuroscience, 
while recognizing a critical period of greater neuronal 
plasticity, around the first twenty-four to thirty-six months 
of life, several studies show that there are certain regions of 
the brain in which development Neuronal phenomenon also 
occurs in adult life and is influenced by stimulation [76].

h. It is recognized that cerebral plasticity is manifested 
both in CNS intimate processes, as happens at the cellular 
level with neurotransmission, particularly in modifications 
that affect the chemical receptors involved in this 
communication, as is also evidenced in the conformation of 
New synapses, overlapping circuits and functional networks.

i. The SN’s ability to adapt to changes in the environment 
or new situations, entails learning new functions, and the 
ability to learn is based on the constitution of new circuits.

j. Neuroplasticity understood in the context of functional 
learning is one of the main mechanisms through which the 
species evolve; Depend on the interaction of the individual 
with the environment, that is, on the need for it to adapt to 
changes.

k. In the face of deficient sensory functions, the CNS 
compensates for the altered function, establishing new 
connections to other richer areas for information processing 
(Neural Substitution Phenomena in Sensory Deprivations) 
[77].

l. Auditory Processing, involves a deployment of 
neurochemical transformations, at the level of the auditory 
cortex, that occur when it comes to prosecuting auditory 
information.

m. Auditory processing, ie the analysis and synthesis 
of such information, and associated neurocognitive 
functions are based on functional functional mechanisms 
(neurotransmission, functional networks), natural qualities 
and capacities (cerebral plasticity, functional learning, 
phenomena of substitution). Of the CNS

n. The Central Auditory Processing Deficit will 
consequently imply, a disturbance in this processing, whose 
basic pathophysiological sustenance, consequently affects 
the hearing abilities [78].

o. CAPD may present with sensorineural hearing loss 
and patients should be carefully selected for which selection 
criteria were indicated [79-82].

p. Effective intervention should be applied consistently 
with the principles of neuroscience and functional learning. 
In this sense, the importance of intensive training to enhance 
plasticity and cortical reorganization in a multidisciplinary 
context is pointed out.

q. Hearing aids are the means of rehabilitation of hearing 
and discrimination that is lost due to hearing problems; Each 
type of pathology needs a different type of signal processing. 
The DPAC is not included in the programming of digital 
hearing aids, nor are there guides for signal processing or 
adjustment of hearing aids, despite the need to respond to 
the demands for improvement in verbal communication that 
these patients have.

r. In the intervention area, in these patients, the 
administration of digital technology, with hearing aids 
incorporating: adaptive multiband directionality, noise 
management, binaural coordination, wireless connection, 
provide the user with efficient perceptual resources, 
And actively stimulating listening skills, in repeated 
opportunities, of daily life:

i. Improvement to understand in noisy environment 
[83].

ii. Improvement to stay focused on an activity if there are 
other sounds in the environment.

iii. Improvement of the auditory attention, to maintain it 
or to divide it.
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iv. Improvement for the location of the sound source

v. Improved difficulty in following fast speech

vi. Improvement to understand the phone.

s. In patients with CAPD and Neurosensorial hearing 
loss, the digitalized acoustic signal technology allows the 
adaptation of these equipment according to the individual 
needs of the loss, while at the same time collaborating 
beneficially: facilitating, favoring stimulating compensatory 
and / or complementary processes of auditory information 
that Should be taken into account when processing at higher 
levels. 

Finally note that digital technology must know the advances 
in neurosciences and the latter must incorporate that, for its 
development: collaborating, Facilitating and stimulating new 
challenges and discoveries. They are not replaced, but are 
required and complement each other. Only from an ethical 
attitude of the trained and trained professional, when this 
knowledge is applied, will depend on meeting the objective of 
both: improving the quality of life of patients.
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